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Sevalaya presents free note books, uniforms and
educational aids worth Rs 30 lacs to 2,000 pupils
Dhotis were given to the staff who wear
khadi thrice a week.
Free supply of all these items to its
students have been a tradition at
Sevalaya since 1988 when the school was
started with just 5 children. Considering
the socio economic background of
the children, who typically come from
families of daily wage earners and who
are not even in the position to earn for
their meal, it became necessary to offer
this support together with free education.
In his presidential address, Ganesan said
that it was God who appears in the form
of human being to help the children. He
emphasized that love for the country and
faith in God were like the two eyes for a
human being.
La. Ganesan with the other dignitaries distributing notebooks to the children.
Free note books and uniforms were
distributed to the 2000 children studying
at Sevalaya’s Mahakavi Bharathiyar
Higher Secondary School along with
educational aids including pencil, pen,
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crayons, geometry boxes and school bags.
At the function held on 18th June 2014,
La. Ganesan, National Executive Member
of BJP, the Chief Guest, distributed items
worth nearly Rs 30 lacs. Khadi Sarees and
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K. G. R. Mohan, Proprietor of KGR
Apparels, Pakkam, who has been stitching
the uniforms at a concessional rate since
2004, thanked Muralidharan for giving
an opportunity to be associated with
Sevalaya and promised to always support
Sevalaya to the best of his abilities.
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Joy of Giving: the Way of Life
Last year Sevalaya’s school’s strength was
1700 and this year we are likely to touch
Giving comes naturally to some people. It
2000. Many orphan, destitute and poor
is not a question of how much they have,
children keep knocking our doors and
but it is just the urge to give that makes
many and many more want admission in
them act. People with very little income
our school every year. They need uniforms,
have come to Sevalaya many times and
books, note books, food, clothing, medical
have made donations. The ease with
attention etc. The cost of supporting a
which people can donate varies from
child keeps increasing every year, also
individual to individual, mainly based on
the number of children goes up, having a
their attitude towards giving. Can we make
multiplier effect on our budget.
giving very simple and attractive?
Dear Friends,

We see garbage everywhere, both in city
and in villages. We keep talking about
source segregation – separate the biodegradable from the non-degradable
– recycle the non-degradable and
compost the degradable – these are all
primary school lessons in Sevalaya school.
Separate garbage bins for these two types
of garbage are kept in each class and
students are taught the importance of
maintaining our environment clean. But
in many city households this practice has
not picked up. We see people dumping
all garbage together in the road side bin
and in its surroundings. Many don’t know
what to do with plastics, bottles, small
bits of paper etc. They are just thrown all
over and we live in the midst of heaps of
garbage.

In conversation with

V Ramaiah

V Ramaiah, retired Senior Audit Officer,
Indian Audit and Accounts Department,
is a strong supporter of Sevalaya and its
activities. He is not just a donor, but he
has an instinctive love for children. Socially
conscious, he believes that the poor and the
downtrodden should be given opportunities
of education so that they can come up in
their lives.

On his contact with Sevalaya
Through advertisements and through
personal contacts by N. Jagannathan,
PRO of Sevalaya.
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Is there a single way to solve the above
three issues? Can we make giving easy;
can we solve the garbage problem and
take care of more and more destitute
children? With the help of Paperman, an
organization working for environment
issues, Sevalaya is trying to hit three
mangoes, with one stone! Our donors
can now register with Paperman, and
they will come and clear your garbage,
at an appointed time. This garbage
will be recycled, and the money got
will be donated to Sevalaya to support
underprivileged children. You can give
anything you don’t want; everything will
have a value for the poor children.
If you want to throw your junk, please
throw at us! Please register with
paperman, they will come and collect your
junk, recycle it, and pay the collection
amount to Sevalaya as donation. Your
junk is cleared, you have contributed to
the environment and you have helped
underprivileged children’s education
- three in one project ! Please click on
http://www.paperman.in/sevalaya/ and
register yourself.
Thanks & Regards
Murali

His suggestion on how best Sevalaya can
serve the community.
Sevalaya is doing yeoman service to the
poor, needy and downtrodden people.
Now it has diversified activities. For this
more people are required. Volunteers
can be enlisted. Identification of sincere
people should be made. Sevalaya should
reach out to more people.

Thanks to V.Ramaiah,
a more comfortable
welcome awaits
Sevalaya visitors

On caring for the elderly…
Mother and father are Gods. Taking care
of them in their old age is the primary
responsibility of the sons and daughters. This value should be inculcated
among the youth. Sevalaya imparts the
value of respecting elders to the children
under its care by facilitating interaction
between the senior citizens and the children in their care.
On Sevalaya’s new initiative - community college…
It is a boon for the school drop outs
and the poor women and youth who
can learn a trade and get employment
or start their own small units. Efforts of
Sevalaya in the area of skill development
and empowerment is laudable.
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V. Ramaiah has sponsored
construction of an extended office
room at Sevalaya’s Kasuva campus.
The additional space will enable
Sevalaya to extend a more comfortable
reception to visitors.
The Vasakkal (main door frame) was
laid at a short function on 11th May
2014 attended by V. Ramaiah along
with his wife.
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With funds raised for eye check up and treatment for all Sevalaya students and residents

Willis siblings are back
Chambrey Willis, Sydney Willis and Justice
Willis, siblings from USA and young
volunteer ambassadors, are back again
to stay with Sevalaya Children and Senior
citizens this year too! Braving what to
them is the harsh physical climate and
living the simple rural Indian style - and
that too in the months of May-June
in Chennai, would have taken a lot of
persuasion to go through all that once
again, one would have thought these US
youth require – a great amount of drive in
them to prefer again to come to India to
work for children of ‘Sevalaya’. Far from it.
To the question ‘What made you to
choose ‘Sevalaya’ this year again for your
volunteering option’, Chambrey says with a
captivating smile, “Yes, I love to work with
children – specially ‘Sevalaya’ children.
There passes a small child Vignesh, with a
smile, looking at these three siblings. She
waves her hand to the boy in recognition.
After he moves away, she questions us,
“How is this Vignesh? How is his Hernia
problem now?”. All are amazed at her
astounding memory about this seven year
old child and his hernia problem last year.
With her university graduation in Finance
she likes to do her post graduation in
Public Health. Her long term goal is
to do research in ‘Epidemiology’ or
‘Children Nutrition’. Sydney is headed for
medical education. Justice aspires to be a
mechanical engineer.

The siblings were fully involved in an eye
camp held on 21st June 2014 in Velliyur
Panchayat. 97 villagers were screened and
37 villagers were prescribed glasses. and
another 8 referred for cataract surgery.
Presently the siblings, are working on ‘Eye
check up’ for Sevalaya children. These
three had mobilized some donation from
their friends to organise eye check up for
all the 1700 children of Sevalaya and the
60 resident senior citizens and provide
spectacles, and any other treatment found
necessary including surgery. Another six
volunteers will be joining the trio during
July to complete this mission.
Apart from this medical aid, they also plan
to teach bracelet making, canvas painting
etc and conduct sports events for Sevalaya
children.

Hundreds benefit at eye camps
Ninety get free spectacles
Around 400 people were the beneficiaries
in the eye camps held on 8th,16th,18th
and 28th June 2014 in Thotikalai, Puliyur,
Kilambakkam and Ayathur respectively.
The camp was jointly organized by

Sevalaya and SCOPE International.
The doctors from Sankara Nethrayala
screened the villagers and free cataract
surgery were performed for the needy.
Spectacles were given free of cost.

Free spectacles were presented to 90
villagers of the 6 villages around Kasuva
on 8th June 2014 at the free eye camp
conducted by Sevalaya in association
with Udhi Eye Hospital .The villages
are 20 kms far from the district capital
Tiruvallur which has a medical centre
and Government hospitals. The villagers
have to either go to Tiruvallur or Velliyur
Primary Health Centre which is at a
distance of 10 kms, for even minor health
issues.
Free medical camps - Dental, Cancer
detection, Eye, General etc.,- organized
by Sevalaya, providing access to best
medical care is a boon for the villagers.
Udhi Eye Hospital distributed free
spectacles to persons with vision problem
and also performed free cataract surgery
for those villagers who needed it.

LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
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Energy Conservation

Green Sevalaya Projects

Kitchen fuel saving: Perennial
dependence on petroleum products to
meet the rapidly growing demand of the
large community kitchen at Sevalaya is a
large concern. Sevalaya’s initiative to find
long term energy alternates resulted in
cover the remaining facilities, namely the the introduction of ‘bio-mass stove’, ‘biogas plant’ and activation of ‘steam boiler’
Girls hostel and the Integrated campus,
with pre-heated water supply through
and make the Kasuva campus 100%
solar water heater. By introducing the
solar-powered. Now all the residents in
‘bio-mass’ stove with ‘wood waste
Children’s Homes, Old Age Homes, staff
compressed cakes – Brickquettes’, we
residences, floating guest facilities can
have fans running on hot nights, and have are now able to shrink the kitchen fuel
expenses from Rs. 2044 per 3 days to
supply of ‘Solar heated Hot water’. Most
Rs.156.
importantly, students can study without
the worry of power cuts.

Sensitivity to ecology has been an integral part of Sevalaya’s psyche. It can be felt
by any visitor who enters the virtual green oasis that its Kasuva campus is. The
near total solarisation of the campus last month has the potential to reduce Carbon
emission by over 1,000 tonnes every year. It marks a serious step forward on the
green path and towards achieving the goal of Green Campus.
Solar power harvesting: Solar light/
heat is undepletable massive energy
source. Technological efforts are still
on to convert this abundant energy to
meet our total needs. When the power
situation in Tamilnadu is grim and erratic
outside through the conventional sources
and when the need for energy surpasses
the increased efforts of the Government,
Sevalaya turned to ‘Natural-Nonconventional Energy source to meet its
entire needs. Our dream to electrify the
entire Sevalaya campus with solar power
is now a reality. We have been paying an
average of Rs. 60,708 bi-monthly during
May 2012 to January 2014 towards
electricity charges, before harvesting the
‘Solar Energy’ and the highest bi-monthly
charge paid had been Rs. 89,297- “It
was alarming and we had to reduce it to
Nil and use the abundant Solar Energy
prevailing around us. We took up this
mega project against all apprehensions.
Now we have succeeded in connecting
90% facilities to Solar.
When the IAF Planes take off from the
neighbouring defence establishment
on its training flights, they can now see
Sevalaya glowing even in any power
shut down situation. Efforts are on to

Environment Day observed

Environment, Government of Tamilnadu.
The Educational Department presented
the “ Best Green Campus Award” and the
Forest Department has awarded the “
Best Green Campus Award” to Sevalaya.

B. Nirmala, Bharathi Unit head along with Prof. K.R.Vijayalatha, Prof. S.Sheeba,
Nambi Varadarajan, Vivekananda Unit Head on the dias.
to protect our environment and act
40 tree saplings were planted in
accordingly.
the campus of Sevalaya during the
Environment Day celebrated at Sevalaya
Sevalaya has always played a major role in
on 5th June 2014. The Chief Guest for
saving the Environment. The Campus of
the function was Prof. S. Sheeba and Prof. Sevalaya today looks green with the trees
K. R. Vijayalatha, professors of Agriculture that were planted years ago. Sevalaya
has been selected as “Best NGO working
Science Department. They narrated
for the Environment” by the Ministry of
interesting tales to drive home the need
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
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Reliable connectivity to boost efficiency and speed of actions
‘The world at your fingertips’, ‘Knowledge
at a click’, are some common slogans
used to describe the powerful technology
of the internet which helps on to
know about various aspects easily and
quickly. However at Sevalaya’s Kasuva
Campus, which does not have broadband
connectivity due to its distance from the
nearest town of Thiruninravur, getting
connected to a server using the various
data cards was a quite a herculean task.
A common sight at the campus was
our staff walking around with laptops
trying to find the best locations where
they could get maximum connectivity
to receive and send mails and complete
their daily tasks.
However change is part of the life and
things too have changed at Kasuva.
Suddenly the month of May 2014 saw
new strides at the campus. Officials got
on with the task of setting up a 18ft high
Radio Frequency tower at the primary
school building.

Weekly review meeting through Video conferencing
There were many practical problems but
one by one through the sheer will power
of some of the Trustees and well-wishers
the project inched ahead and a tower
was erected. Now all staff can work in
the office more quickly and efficiently.
The weekly review meeting on 31st May
2014, acquired a new dimension with the
city staff joining in through V-Con. Virtual
classrooms will now be an integral part
of the school. The rural students will be
now on par with their city counterparts
knowing all the intricacies of internet by
the time they leave school and not be
intimidated by technology. With solar
power providing clean green energy
24 hours of the day and fast internet
connectivity VCON classes will help

Sevalaya children get help from wellwishers across the globe.
D. Manobharathi, the computer teacher
says, “Earlier we were using the data
cards which were not that effective due
to the signal problems. Now we are
finding easy with this new connectivity
which is helping us to work on the
internet with a good speed”.
The school Headmistress S. Mariammal,
comments “ Our video conferencing
calls now run effectively and without
interruptions, thanks to our new
connectivity. Also our weekly review
meetings have gone to the next stage
through Skype.”

Radha Srinivasan joins as Head – Corporate Relations
An Engineer from the College of
Engineering Guindy, Anna University, and
Masters in Executive Management, from
Great Lakes Institute of Management,
Chennai, she has a background in
Program Management, Software Project
management, Customer Relationship
Management, International Business
Development, Digital Marketing
Management.

Radha has two decades of experience in
the Corporate sector both in domestic and
international markets. She co-founded
GyanTek Solutions, an IT Consulting
Company and has entrepreneurial
experience of about six years.
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL

“The passion to contribute to the society
in a significant manner has been driving
my actions in the recent past. Passion for
Social Service, particularly education for
children, empowering women with skills
which will enable them to be financially
independent and care for the elderly are
very close to my heart.”, she says.

“My Aunt, Ms. Sulochana Ramaseshan,
President, Exnora International, has been
Radha was a Tamil Nadu State and
my inspiration and with her guidance I
University level Basketball player and
have joined Sevalaya.”, explains Radha. “ I
continues to have interest in Sports
am motivated by the excellent work done
related Activities.
by Mr. Murali and his dedicated team and
After a fulfilling stint in the IT Sector, she couple of visits to the Sevalaya Kasuva
moved to the Social Sector, “to contribute campus was enough for me to make my
decision to join Sevalaya”.
in a small way in giving back to the
society.”
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Everybody has a day out
Every year quite a number of outings and picnics are organized for the children
and elders of our Children’s and Old Age Homes, to give them a refreshing and
enjoyable experience. When it is coupled with educative and informative exposure, it
enriches the personality and knowledge base amidst the pleasure of get-togethers in
an outside environment.

Farm visit
On 6th and 13th June 2014, 23 students
of Std XII of Agricultural group visited Leo
Organic farm to get a practical exposure
of the organic farming methodologies.
The students were guided by their
teacher R.Vijaya.

Rallying for
rain water harvesting
During summer vacation, children were
looking for an outing, amidst their tight
‘holiday enrichment programs’. On 23rd
May 2014, 43 children (26 girls + 17 boys)
went on a picnic-cum-educational tour
to Chennai in our school bus. They left
Sevalaya after their early breakfast.
They were taken to Birla Planetarium and
Science and Technology Park. Children
enjoyed the imaginative experience of
travelling to space and saw the earth
from outside. They saw the movement of
planets and seeming tilt of the stars. They
also saw different constellations of stars.

They were taken to Guindy National
Park, where the children saw many kinds
of Snakes and animals like black buck,
sambar, spotted deer, porcupine, hyena,
jackal etc., Some deer were moving about
in the open.

On 7th June 2014, the students from
Std VI to IX went on a rally in the Kasuva
village to highlight the importance of
“Rain Water Harvesting”.

Culmination of the trip was their fun
at Elliots Beach off Adyar. They played
on the sand and dipped their feet in
the sea.
They enjoyed snacks sold on the beach
tents. After enjoying the whole day, they
started back past sunset.

Factory visit
On 6th June 2014, 22 students of Std
XII guided by their teachers P.J.Bruno
and R. Jeevendran, visited Kobelco and
Nippo Battery Company. The students
had a good exposure on battery making.

LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
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560 children and staff at
yoga training

Senior Citizens visit Thiruthani

Senior citizens of our Old Age Home are
taken on a visit to a temple every month.
On 21st May 2014, 17 senior citizens
along with 3 staff left to Thiruthani,
abode of Lord Murugan, situated at 50
kms from Sevalaya. On arrival at the
temple premises, all senior citizens were
received at a special and direct entry to
the temple sanctum, avoiding queue.
After Dharshan, our senior citizens had
breakfast, carried from Sevalaya kitchen
and also served to about 50 people

Alumni Talk

“The

transformation

”

in my life
S Ashok

Vice President,
Sevalaya Alumni Association
My name is S Ashok. I come from poor
family. My father works as a daily Coolie.
I live in a hamlet nearby Sevalaya. I have
an elder sister. She also studied at Sevalaya. I did both SSLC and HSC at Sevalaya.
I scored good marks in SSLC. Then, I had
chosen bio-mathematics group in HSC. I
had scored 1098 out of 1200 in HSC and
got school second rank. Also my sister
and I had scored 199 out of 200 in the
mathematics subject.

On 7th June 2014, 560 students and the
who gathered there. As organized by
staff attended a Yoga Workshop conducted
Amarchand Jain, Sevalaya Advisor, the
by World Community Service Centre.
group went to a Jain Temple, en route
back home. It was an ancient temple
On 30th June 2014, C. Felix Raja,
sprawled on a large campus. Our
A.Jacob, A. A.Kingston and S.Krishnan
Senior Citizens were received well and
of Sevalaya visited Leo Organic Farm
special poojah ritual and prayers were
in Kaveri Rajapuram in Tiruvallur
performed. The temple authorities
District. The team had a good exposure
hosted a grand lunch. After some rest in
about the organic farming techniques
the temple premises, all were taken back
followed in the farm.
to Sevalaya. All senior citizens felt happy.
get a thing which happened when I was
preparing for the HSC public examination.
Our maths teacher then had measles, but
still he came to the class and helped us to
prepare for the exam. I am still in touch
with him.
I am a fan of Swami Vivekananda. His
stories attracted me when I was studying at Sevalaya. I used to meditate to
increase memory power for five minutes
daily during my school days. I have a good
memory power. I could easily memorize
anything. For instance, I could remember the teachers’ names whoever has
taken class for me when I was studying

After my schooling, I had chosen engineering in the field of Electronics and
Communication at Anna University Tindivanam. I have just completed the course
in 2013 and scored good percentage in
engineering.
Now I work in a MNC company at Chennai. I am an early bird because I finish
every work before the time limit. I never
take too much time to do any work.
At the same time my work will also be
perfect.
Now I am able to take care of my family.
I visit my school every Saturday, where I
meet the students and give them advice
on their studies. I am Vice President for
Sevalaya Alumni Association where we
bring our old students together and plan
and conduct events to give back for Sevalaya. I will do more for my school when
I am more stable financially. Whenever I
meet new people I am proud to say that
“I am an alumnus of Sevalaya.”

Teachers teach very well in Sevalaya.
They are not only teachers, they also interact with us as a friend. I will never forLOVE ALL SERVE ALL

first standard and the class room where I
studied.

No words are sufficient to thank Sevalaya
for transforming my life
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The beggar’s Karma
In the book “Reminiscences of
Vivekananda”, we have an anecdote
narrated by Haripada Mitra. He writes:
“as a result of my English education, I
thought it was a wastage of money to
offer a paise or two to beggars. My idea
was that such petty help not only did no
good to the recipients, but it also brought
about their ruin by enabling them to
smoke hemp with it. The only gain was
that the giver’s bill of expenditure went
up by that amount! So I concluded that,
instead of giving trifling amounts to
many, it is better to give somebody a
bigger amount. When I asked Swamiji, he
said, “When a beggar comes, it is better

to give him something according to your
means. After all, you will pay a paise or
two; and so why should you rack your
brain about what the man will do with itwhether he will spend it well or waste it?
Even if he wastes it on hemp, it is to the
advantage of society that he gets those
few paise; for unless people like you offer
it to him willingly, he will steal it from
you. If instead of that, he buys hemp,
smokes a little, and then sits quietly, is it
not to your advantage? So, even this kind
of charity results in nothing but good for
the society.”
The writer witnessed a similar incident
recently. He was walking along with

Venu and Pradeep. A beggar accosted
them and pleaded for alms. Venu put
his hand in to the pocket and was about
to take and drop a few coins. Then
suddenly, Pradeep took hold of his hand,
and told him sternly, ”Don’t encourage
begging. It is his Karma that he should
suffer, and let him!” Venu paused for a
few seconds, and said,” I know what sin
he committed in the previous birth to
suffer this fate.” Pradeep looked at him
quizzically. Venu said, “He prevented a
person from giving alms to a beggar!”,
then gave the money to the beggar and
proceeded walking!

How many future doctors do you see here?

Tough to predict
But we are more than just optimistic. In the last
25 years, we have seen orphan and first generation
students born to landless labourers becoming
Doctors, Engineers, IT professionals and Police
officials.
Today Sevalaya offers quality education free to over
1900 children of Kasuva and neighbouring villages
outside Chennai. On an average it costs Rs.6,000
every year to educate one child.
Together we can make sure that each of them
realises his / her full potential and grows into a
productive and happy person.
Partner us in transforming lives
Donate now. Visit www.sevalaya.org/support
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